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Abstract
In this paper a new proof is given for the supermodularity of information content. Using the decomposability of
the information content an algorithm is given for discovering the Markov network graph structure endowed by the
pairwise Markov property of a given probability distribution. A discrete probability distribution is given for which the
equivalence of Hammersley-Clifford theorem is fulfilled although some of the possible vector realizations are taken
on with zero probability. Our algorithm for discovering the pairwise Markov network is illustrated on this example,
too.
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1Discovering the Markov network structure
I. INTRODUCTION
Markov networks together with Bayesian networks are probabilistic graphical models, widely used for handling
probability distributions, which endow conditional independences.
Discovering the structure of the Markov network is a central task for many fields like machine learning and its
applications, computational biology, reasoning under uncertainty, disease diagnosis, econometrics, psychology and
others [26]. Markov networks are also known as Markov Random Fields (when the underlying graph is a lattice),
or as undirected graphical models since the underlying graph is an undirected one. For good introductions to this
field see [24], [15], [10].
The goal of structure learning is to discover conditional independences in the multivariate data. Typically, the
structure learning is addressed through the following algorithms. One is by evaluating each feature, and the highest
scoring feature is added to the model. The search may follow a top down (general to specific) strategy [18], [7],
[17], or bottom up [6]. Other algorithms are going to approximate the real probability distribution fitting a junction
tree probability distribution with a given tree width see [16], [32], [12], [33]. These were done in greedy way.
These studies were all about finding approximations of discrete probability distributions.
In [11] is given a computationally effective method for learning Markov network structure from data. The method
is based on the use of L1 regularization on the weights of log linear model, which has the effect of biasing the
model toward solutions where parameters are zero. This kind of formulation leads to a convex optimization problem
in continuous space, where it can be solved using efficient gradient methods.
Also there are methods based on statistical independence tests [28], Mutual information [4], Parson’s χ2 and G2
[1]. The case of Gaussian data is discussed among others in [28] and [36]. Other independence based algorithms
are in [2], [3]. Many of the papers conclude that unfortunately, the problem of learning Markov networks when the
number of random variables is high remains a hard challenge.
In the present paper we give a polynomial time algorithm in the number of random variables, for discovering
the exact Markov network of a multivariate random vector having the pairwise Markov property. For doing this we
use the concept of the information content.
The paper contains 5 parts. After the introductory part we give a short overview of the relation between the
graph structure underlying the Markov network, the related hypergraphs and junction trees. Then we prove the
supermodularity of the information content. In the third part we give an algorithm for finding the exact Markov
network structure. In the fourth part we give an example on which the algorithm can be visualized. In the last part
we summarize our results and discuss on future work.
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2II. THE SUPERMODULARITY OF THE INFORMATION CONTENT
Let V = {1, . . . , n} be a set of vertices and C a set of subsets of V called set of hyperedges. A hypergraph
consists of a set V of vertices and a set C of hyperedges. We denote the hyperedges by Ci. If two vertices are in
the same hyperedge they are adjacent, which means, the hyperedge of a hyperhraph is a complete graph on the set
of vertices contained in it.
The acyclic hypergraph is a special type of hypergraph which fulfills the following requirements:
• Neither of the edges of C is a subset of another edge.
• There exists a numbering of edges for which the running intersection property is fulfilled: ∀j ≥ 2 ∃ i <
j : Ci ⊃ Cj ∩ (C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cj−1). (Other formulation is that for all hyperedges Ci and Cj with i < j − 1,
Ci ∩ Cj ⊂ Cs for all s, i < s < j.)
Let Sj = Cj ∩ (C1 ∪ . . . ∪Cj−1), for j > 1 and S1 = φ. Let Rj = Cj\Sj . We say that Sjseparates Rj from
(C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cj−1) \Sj , and call Sj separator.
Now we link these concepts to the terminology of junction trees.
The junction tree is a special tree structure which is assigned to the connected acyclic hypergraphs [13], [14].
The nodes of the tree correspond to the hyperedges of the connected acyclic hypergraph and are called clusters,
the edges of the tree correspond to the separator sets and called separators. The set of all clusters is denoted by C,
the set of all separators is denoted by S. The triplet (V, C,S) defines a junction tree.
The concept of junction tree probability distribution is related to the junction tree graph on the set of indices
V = {1, . . . , n} of a random vector X =(X1, . . . , Xn)T with a given probability distribution P(X) taking on
values in the carthezian product space Λ = Λ1 × . . .× Λn.
A junction tree probability distribution is defined as a product and division of marginal probability distributions
of P(X) as follows:
PJ (X) =
∏
C∈C
P (XC)∏
S∈S
[P (XS)]
νS−1
, (1)
where C is the set of clusters of the junction tree, S is the set of separators, νS is the number of those clusters
which are intimately connected by S.
On the index set V one can define a lot of junction trees. To each junction tree one can assign a junction tree
probability distribution using Formula (1).
Let us consider a random vector X = (X1, . . . , Xn)T , with the set of indices V = {1, . . . , n}. The graph of a
Markov network consists of a set of nodes V, and a set of edges E = {(i, j) |i, j ∈ V }. We say the graph structure
associated to the Markov network has
• the Pairwise Markov (PM) property if ∀i, j ∈ V , i not connected to j implies that Xi and Xj are conditionally
independent given all the other random variables;
• the Local Markov (LM) property if ∀i ∈ V, and Ne (i) the neighborhood of node i in the graph (the nodes
connected with i) then Xi is conditionally independent from all Xj , j /∈ Ne (i), given Xk, k ∈ Ne (i);
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3• the Global Markov (GM) property states that if in the graph ∀A,B,C ⊂ V and C separates A and B in terms
of graph then XA and XB are conditionally independent given XC , which means in terms of probabilities
that
P (XA∪B∪C) =
P (XA∪C) P (XA∪C)
P (XC)
;
Remark 1: If a junction tree probability distribution PJ(X) is associated to P(X) then all realizations which
occur with positive probability in P(X) will occur with positive probability in PJ(X).
Theorem 1: ([32]) The Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true P(X) and a junction tree probability
distribution PJ(X), determined by the set of clusters C and the set of separators S is:
KL (P (X) ,PJ (X)) =
n∑
i=1
H (Xi)−H (X)−
−
( ∑
C∈C
I (XC)−
∑
S∈S
(νS − 1) I (XS)
)
,
(2)
where νS is the number of the clusters separated intimately by S, I(XC) =
∑
i∈C
H (Xi) − H (XC) represents
the information content of the random vector XC and similarly I(XS) =
∑
i∈S
H (Xi) − H (XS) represents the
information content of the random vector XS .
In Formula (2)
d∑
i=1
H (Xi)−H (X) = I (X) is the information content of P(X) and it is independent from the
structure of the junction tree. It is easy to see that minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence means maximizing
IJ(X) =
∑
C∈C
I (XC) −
∑
S∈S
(νS − 1) I (XS). We call this sum as the weight of the junction tree probability
distribution. As larger this weight is, as better the approximation given by the junction tree probability distribution
fits to the probability distribution P(X). It is well known that KL = 0 if and only if P(X) = PJ (X).
Mutual information was introduced in 1949 by Shannon and Weaver [27] as a measure of dependence between
two random variables. This concept was generalized in two main directions. One generalization was introduced
by Mc Gill [19] and called interaction information or mutual information, and it is based on the concept of the
conditional entropy. The other generalization was introduced by Watanabe [35] and it was called total correlation
and multiinformation by Studeny and Veinerova [30], information content by the authors [32]. Another important
point of view is that multiinformation is a special case of Csisza´r’s I-divergence [5].
The present paper is regarded to the multiinfiormation but we call it information content, to be consistent with
our earlier papers. For a nice overview about the importance and properties of multiinformation see paper [30].
LetXT = (X1, . . . , Xn) be a given random vector and V = {1, . . . , n} the set of indices of the random variables.
We denote by XA a random vector (Xi1 , . . . , Xik)
T
with {i1, . . . , ik} = A ⊂ V
Definition 1: The function I : 2V → R+ given as:
I (XA) =


∑
i∈A
H (Xi)−H (XA) if A ∈ 2V and |A| ≥ 2
0 if A ∈ 2V and |A| < 2
is called information content of the random vector XA, where H (·) means the entropy of a random variable or a
random vector.
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4There are many machine learning/data mining applications that exploit the fact that entropy, (conditional) mutual
information are submodular set functions [8], for selecting features/structure learning [22], [23].
In the following we are going to prove that the information content is supermodular. We emphasize here that the
supermodularity of the information content (multiinformation) was already proved by Studeny using the concept
of Imsets [31]. We will give here a short proof based on our Theorem 1. We remind now the definition of
supermodularity:
Definition 2: Let be V a set. A function f : 2V → R+ is called supermodular if it satisfies the following
condition:
∀A,B ∈ 2V f (A ∪B) + f (A ∩B) ≥ f (A) + f (B)
Theorem 2: The information content f (A) = I (XA) is supermodular relative to a given probability distribution
P(X).
Proof: Let any C1, C2 ∈ 2V , there are three cases, see Figure 1.
C1 C2 C1 C2 C2
C1
a) b) c)
Fig. 1. The three possible relative positions of the sets C1 and C2.
In the case a) of Figure 1 the two clusters (hyperedges) form a junction tree, therefore we can define a probability
distribution as
PJ (XC1∪C2) =
P (XC1) P (XC2)
P (XC1∩C2)
,
where P (XC1) , P (XC2) and P (XC1∩C2) are marginal probability distributions of P(X).
Using the expression of the Kullback-Leibler divergence given in Theorem 1 we have:
KL (P (XC1∪C2) ,PJ (XC1∪C2)) = I (XC1∪C2)−
− (I (XC1) + I (XC2)− I (XC1∩C2)) ≥ 0
(3)
and it equals to zero if and only if P (XC1∪C2) has a junction tree structure assigned to C1 and C2.
Now by transforming (3) we obtain:
I (XC1∪C2) + I (XC1∩C2) ≥ I (XC1) + I (XC2) .
In the case b) of Figure 1 the variables are contained in two different clusters. We can define the following probability
distribution:
Pind (XC1∪C2) = P (XC1) P (XC2) .
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5By applying the abbreviation P(x) = P(X = x) the Kullback-Leibler divergence will be:
KL (P (XC1∪C2) ,Pind (XC1∪C2)) =
=
∑
xC1∪C2∈ΛC1
×ΛC2
P (xC1∪C2) log2
P(xC1∪C2)
P(xC1)P(xC2)
=
=
∑
xC1∪C2∈ΛC1
×ΛC2
P (xC1∪C2) log2 P (xC1∪C2)−
−
∑
xC1∪C2∈ΛC1×ΛC2
P (xC1∪C2) log2 [P (xC1) P (xC2)] .
The first sum equals to the negative entropy −H (XC1∪C2).
The second sum can be decomposed and then, using the fact that C1 ∩ C2 = ∅, the two terms can be summed
up according to all possible values of vector xc2 resp. xc1 as follows.
−
∑
xC1∪C2∈ΛC1
×ΛC2
P (xC1∪C2) log2 [P (xC1) P (xC2)] =
= −
∑
xC1∪C2∈ΛC1
×ΛC2
P (xC1∪C2) log2 P (xC1)−
−
∑
xC1∪C2∈ΛC1
×ΛC2
P (xC1∪C2) log2 P (xC2) =
= −
∑
xC1∈ΛC1
P (xC1) log2 P (xC1)−
−
∑
xC2∈ΛC2
P (xC2) log2 P (xC2) =
= H (XC1) +H (XC2) .
Returning to the expression of the Kullback-Leibler divergence we have:
KL (P (XC1∪C2) ,Pind (XC1∪C2)) =
= H (XC1) +H (XC2)−H (XC1∪C2) .
By adding and subtracting
∑
i∈C1
H (Xi) and
∑
i∈C2
H (Xi) we get:
KL (P (XC1∪C2) ,Pind (XC1∪C2)) =
= H (XC1)−
∑
i∈C1
H (Xi) +H (XC2)−
∑
i∈C2
H (Xi)−
−H (XC1∪C2) +
∑
i∈C1
H (Xi) +
∑
i∈C2
H (Xi) .
Taking into account that in this case C1 ∩ C2 = ∅:∑
i∈C1
H (Xi) +
∑
i∈C2
H (Xi) =
∑
i∈C1∪C2
H (Xi)
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6and so
KL (P (XC1∪C2) ,Pind (XC1∪C2)) =
= −
[ ∑
i∈C1
H (Xi)−H (XC1)
]
−
−
[ ∑
i∈C2
H (Xi)−H (XC2)
]
+
+
[ ∑
i∈C1∪C2
H (Xi)−H (XC1∪C2)
]
We express the Kullback-Leibler divergence using the information contents as follows:
KL (P (XC1∪C2) ,Pind (XC1∪C2)) =
= I (XC1∪C2)− I (XC1)− I (XC2) ≥ 0
Since |C1 ∩C2| = 0, by Definition 1 I (XC1∩C2) = 0. Taking into account this we obtain
I (XC1∪C2) + I (XC1∩C2) ≥ I (XC1) + I (XC2) .
The case c) of Figure 1 is trivial because C1 ∪ C2 = C1 and C1 ∩ C2 = C2 so the inequality will be in fact an
equality.
III. DISCOVERING THE EXACT STRUCTURE OF THE MARKOV NETWORK
Let X =(X1, . . . , Xn)T be a random vector taking values in the carthezian product space Λ = Λ1 × . . .× Λn,
and V = {1, . . . , n} the set of indices. Let us suppose its joint probability distribution P(X) is known. The
probability distribution is not supposed to take on necessarily its all possible realizations defined by Λ1× . . .×Λn
with positive probabilities. We give an algorithm which is polynomial in the number of variables and discovers the
Markov network endowed by the pairwise Markov property.
Let us consider a complete graph on V = {1, . . . , n}.
If the edge (i, j) is deleted from the complete graph defined on V we obtain two vertices which are not adjacent.
In fact we obtain two clusters of n−1 elements such that n−2 of them are common. This represents a junction tree.
We denote the two marginal probability distributions assigned to the two clusters C1 = V \ {i} and C2 = V \ {j}
by P (XC1) and P (XC2).
Theorem 3: In the Markov network of P(X), Xi and Xj are conditionally independent with respect to the other
random variables if and only if
I (X) = I (XC1) + I (XC2)− I (XC1∩C2)
Proof: We assign to the junction tree obtained by deleting the edge (i,j) a junction tree probability distribution
defined by:
Pi≁jJ (XC1∪C2) =
P (XC1) P (XC2)
P (XC1∩C2)
(4)
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7where i ≁ j in the upper index means that the edge (i, j) is deleted.
Using Theorem 1 the Kullback-Leibler divergence can be written as:
KL
(
P (X) ,Pi≁jJ (XC1∪C2)
)
= I(X)− IJ(X) =
= I (X)− (I (XC1) + I (XC2)− I (XC1∩C2)) ≥ 0.
The equality holds if and only if the true probability distribution can be written as in equation (4) what is
equivalent to the conditional independence of Xi and Xj given all the other random variables and this is exactly
the pairwise Markov property.
Algorithm for discovering the pairwise Markov network
Input: The probability distribution P (X).
Output: The pairwise Markov graph.
1) Calculate all of the n − 1 dimensional marginal probability distributions of P (X) and their information
contents.
2) Calculate all of the n − 2 dimansional marginal probability distributions of P (X) and their information
contents.
3) For each pair (i, j), i ∈ V, j ∈ V, i 6= j let P(XC1)and P(XC2) the marginal probability distributions
assigned to C1 = V \ {i} and C2 = V \ {j}, test the following equality:
KL = I(X)− IJ(X) =
= I (X)− [I (XC1) + I (XC2)− I (XC1∩C2)]
If it equals 0, then i and j are not adjacent; otherwise they are adjacent.
In the following we remind some implications between different properties of the Markov network. It is well
known that GM ⇒ LM ⇒ PM. The equivalence between them was proved in the Hammersley-Clifford theorem
under the assumption that all vector realizations defined by the chartesian product x ∈ Λ1 × . . . × Λn are taken
on with positive probability (positivity condition). Based on this, our algorithm is useful also for discovering the
informations given by the LM and GM properties when positivity condition is fulfilled. However the positivity
assumption is not necessary, therefore the following question arises. For which class of probability distributions
holds the equivalence of the three Markov properties (GM⇔ LM⇔ PM)?
Let us regard a junction tree probability distribution. In this case the probability distribution factorizes relative
to a junction tree via Formula (1). If we assign to the junction tree a graph structure such that two vertices sharing
the same cluster are connected, we obtain a triangulated graph and call it junction tree graph.
Definition 3: We say that the Markov network has the Markov junction tree property (MJ) if the probability
distribution factorizes relative to the junction tree graph via Formula (1).
Definition 4: We say that a junction tree probability distribution is saturated when there is no cluster such that
two vertices belonging to the same cluster are conditionally independent given all the other vertices.
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8The saturation condition is essential for MJ⇔ PM, but it is not necessary for GM⇔ LM⇔ PM.
In other words we say that a junction tree probability distribution is saturated when it factorizes relative to a
triangulated graph endowed by the pairwise Markov property.
Remark 2: Obviously the junction tree graph of junction tree probability distribution is endowed by the global
Markov property, so MJ⇒ GM⇒ LM⇒ PM.
Theorem 4: For a junction tree probability distribution which is saturated the pairwise Markov property implies
Markov junction tree property.
In the next part we give an example where MJ⇔ GM⇔ LM⇔ PM without fulfilling the positivity condition.
For illustrating this we recall Mousourris’s sound example [21]. The pairwise Markov network is given in Figure
2.
 1
 4
 2
 3
Fig. 2. The pairwise Markov network corresponding to Mousourris’s example.
Since the probability distribution can be expressed as a junction tree probability distribution Pi≁jJ (X) relative
to C1 = {1, 2, 4};C2 = {2, 3, 4}, respectively to C1 = {1, 3, 4};C2 = {1, 2, 3} (these follow from the equalities
KL = I (X)− [I (XC1) + I (XC2)− I (XC1∩C2)] = 0 for both cases, see Table I). The conditional independences
X1 ⊥ X3|X2, X4, and X2 ⊥ X4|X1, X3 needed for proving the global Markov property are verified, despite
the junction tree probability distribution is not saturated. In [25] the reader can find other conditions on graphical
models for which the equivalency of the three Markov properties hold.
TABLE I
THE INFORMATION CONTENTS USED FOR CALCULATING THE KULLBACK-LEIBLER DIVERGENCES IN THE CASE OF MOUSOURRIS’S
EXAMPLE
Information contents K-L divergences
I(X) 1.000000
I
(
XV \{4}
)
0.500000
I
(
XV \{3}
)
0.500000
I
(
XV \{2}
)
0.500000
I
(
XV \{1}
)
0.500000
I
(
XV \{3,4}
)
0.188722 0.188722
I
(
XV \{2,4}
)
0.000000 0.000000
I
(
XV \{2,3}
)
0.188722 0.188722
I
(
XV \{1,4}
)
0.188722 0.188722
I
(
XV \{1,3}
)
0.000000 0.000000
I
(
XV \{1,2}
)
0.188722 0.188722
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9IV. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this part we give an example of a random vector containing 8 random variables. Each of them takes on two
values. So the number of the possible realizations is 28 = 256, but only 146 out of them are taken on with positive
probability. The entire probability distribution can be obtined from the authors by e-mail. We illustrate our algorithm
on this example.
First using the information contents of all n−1 = 7 variables and all n−2 = 6 variables we apply our algorithm,
and obtain the set of missing edges as result. This can be followed in Table II.
In Figure 3 a) one can see the Markov graph structure endowed by the PM property. Those (i, j) edges are
missing for which KL (P(X) ,Pi≁jJ (XC1∪C2)) (see Table II).
  1
  4
  2   3
  5
  6  7
  8
1,2,8
2,7,8
3,7,8
4,5,6
4,5,7
4,7,8
2,8
7,8
4,7
4,5
a) b)
Fig. 3. The pairwise Markov network corresponding to Mousourris’s example.
The junction tree assigned to P(X) is the one in Figure 3 b) since KL (P(X) ,P(C,S)(X)) = 0 relative to
the set of clusters C = {{1, 2, 8} , {2, 7, 8} , {3, 7, 8} , {4, 7, 8} , {4, 5, 7} , {4, 5, 6}} and the set of separators
S = {{2, 8} , {7, 8} , {7, 8} , {4, 7} , {4, 5}}. It is easy to see that the junction tree in Figure 3 b) corresponds to
the triangulated graph of the pairwise Markov network in Figure 3 a). This shows that in this example GM⇔ PM
without satisfying the positivity condition.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we gave a new and short proof for the supermodularity of the information content based on one of
our earlier theorems. Using this the problem of finding the best approximating junction tree for a given probability
distribution can be reformulated as maximization a supermodular function on an independence set. This is a direction
for future work. We gave a method for discovering the Markov network endowed by the pairwise Markov property
of a given multivariate probability distribution. We believe that this method may have a great impact on researches
in different fields, where discovering the dependence structure between the attributes is more complex and where
experts have not preliminary insight to the problem. If the results have to be used on an empirical dataset then one
should use results according to the asymptotic behaviour of empirical multiinformation as it is given in [29].
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TABLE II
THE INFORMATION CONTENTS USED FOR CALCULATING THE KULLBACK-LEIBLER DIVERGENCES
Information contents K-L divergences
I(X) 0.766387
I
(
XV \{8}
)
0.567413
I
(
XV \{7}
)
0.559660
I
(
XV \{6}
)
0.669253
I
(
XV \{5}
)
0.618435
I
(
XV \{4}
)
0.569887
I
(
XV \{3}
)
0.679611
I
(
XV \{2}
)
0.422819
I
(
XV \{1}
)
0.473500
I
(
XV \{7,8}
)
0.421383 0.060698
I
(
XV \{6,8}
)
0.470279 0.000000
I
(
XV \{6,7}
)
0.462526 0.000000
I
(
XV \{5,8}
)
0.419460 0.000000
I
(
XV \{5,7}
)
0.456535 0.044828
I
(
XV \{5,6}
)
0.573129 0.051828
I
(
XV \{4,8}
)
0.412183 0.202216
I
(
XV \{4,7}
)
0.419360 0.056200
I
(
XV \{4,6}
)
0.523509 0.050756
I
(
XV \{4,5}
)
0.487051 0.065117
I
(
XV \{3,8}
)
0.523165 0.042528
I
(
XV \{3,7}
)
0.515070 0.042187
I
(
XV \{3,6}
)
0.582477 0.000000
I
(
XV \{3,5}
)
0.531658 0.000000
I
(
XV \{3,4}
)
0.483111 0.000000
I
(
XV \{2,8}
)
0.289114 0.065270
I
(
XV \{2,7}
)
0.231258 0.015167
I
(
XV \{2,6}
)
0.325685 0.000000
I
(
XV \{2,5}
)
0.274866 0.000000
I
(
XV \{2,4}
)
0.226318 0.000000
I
(
XV \{2,3}
)
0.336042 0.000000
I
(
XV \{1,8}
)
0.300521 0.025995
I
(
XV \{1,7}
)
0.266773 0.000000
I
(
XV \{1,6}
)
0.376367 0.000000
I
(
XV \{1,5}
)
0.325548 0.000000
I
(
XV \{1,4}
)
0.277000 0.000000
I
(
XV \{1,3}
)
0.386724 0.000000
I
(
XV \{1,2}
)
0.408454 0.278523
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